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Abstract – Wireless gas sensor networks offer the potential of high spatial and temporal resolution monitoring of target areas in both critical and non-critical scenarios. We describe the design and evaluation of an electronic expansion module, suitable for gas sensing applications with wireless sensor networks. The module is intended for use with the MICA family of motes through the 51-pin connector. Proper housing assured, the device is applicable to both indoor and outdoor gas sensing. Challenges lay in sensor selection, analytical and experimental power budgeting and field testing. We present the design goals at the network and node level and the adopted solutions to achieve them. Appropriate adaptive sampling strategies for energy efficiency, along with data resulting from CO₂ monitoring are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded networked sensing represents a very active field of research with input coming from different areas in electrical engineering and computer science. The idea that some phenomena can be closely monitored and acted upon with the help of miniaturized computation and communication devices has been well adopted by the research community and has spawned new directions in hardware and software design, communication protocols, measurement and actuation strategies or data management. Due to the low cost of the devices and autonomous operation, high density deployments are currently in use in military applications, environmental studies, energy and transportation systems and healthcare.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are a particular class of embedded networked systems which offers specific advantages for indoor monitoring [1]. Apart from more conventional parameters, like temperature, humidity and light, more specialized sensors can be integrated into sensor nodes or motes. By measuring carbon dioxide, oxygen, ozone, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), methane, an new application direction is opened up. Having an overview in the form of an air quality map of the indoor conditions, the building operator and users can act in order to improve air quality and thus productivity and quality of life, and more important to avoid the risk of intoxication or explosion.

Making use of the lack of wires, motes can be flexibly placed in the desired locations. The density of the deployment in terms of nodes per surface or volume unit can be adapted to the needs of the end user. Especially in the refurbishment of existing buildings there is a strong economic case to be made because of the lack of wiring which helps lower the deployment and maintenance costs associated with this installations.

Overall contributions of this work lay in:
- a modular wireless gas sensor network architecture enabling dense measurement of contaminants and communication via low power wireless protocols;
- design and evaluation of an expansion board for indoor gas monitoring of carbon monoxide, ozone and carbon dioxide, which is relevant to the scientific community due to the widespread adoption of the MICA family of motes in sensor networks research;
- considerations regarding adaptive duty cycling strategies for energy intensive sensors, along with an implementation of a periodic mechanism for gas sensor sampling.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work on similar developments for wireless sensor networks in gas monitoring scenarios where issues such as energy efficiency, adaptive sampling strategies and calibration are tackled. This frames our work into context and highlights the novel aspects of the contribution. Section 3 presents the system architecture for a wireless gas sensor network with modular sensing nodes and discusses sensor selection. We overview the main characteristics of electrochemical gas sensors and argument our choices. Section 4 consists of the design goals for the MICARES module - a versatile expansion module for the MICA family of motes and the implementation results. We overview the first revision, its integration with ubiqutous sensor networking platforms and testing results in CO₂ monitoring. Section 5 concludes the paper and paves the way for future work.
II. RELATED WORK

Regarding gas sensor integration, an overview of duty cycling strategies is shown in [2]. The surveyed strategies are applicable to a vast range of scenarios where energy hungry sensors have to be connected to constrained embedded devices. An implementation of such strategies is in [3] where systems are built to wirelessly detect concentration of interest gases. The main contribution of the proposed system is to demonstrate the benefits in energy reduction obtained through context-aware adaptive duty cycling.

A system capable of alerting in the case of high concentrations of combustible gas is described in [4]. Here the term of a wireless gas sensor network (WGSN) is coined. Contributions include the use of a pulse heating profile to achieve energy savings at the node level and the interconnection with GSM/GPRS and Ethernet networks for reliable alerts.

Operating low-cost gas sensors introduces the additional issue of periodic calibration and temperature and humidity effects compensation. As part of the OpenSense project [5] three calibration algorithms: forward calibration, backward calibration and instant calibration, are proposed. Reference calibration values can be obtained either in the laboratory, with a dedicated experimental set-up and artificial gas mixtures or by placing the systems in vicinity of high-precision, air pollution monitoring stations.

Some commercial products have recently been proposed as expansion modules for WSNs, like the Libelium gases board for the Wasp mote platform [6]. Our work differentiates from this as it targets an open platform and, at the same time, provides the flexibility for stand alone operation or interconnection to different measurement systems.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND SENSOR SELECTION

The proposed system architecture for wireless gas sensing is shown in Figure 1. The wireless sensor nodes have a modular structure, composed of a main radio and processing board (MB) along with an expansion module (EM), tied through an interface connector. In our case, the gas sensing module is connected to the Mem sic IRIS XM2110 board [7] and monitors an interest area for specific gas contaminants. This can be either a residential environment or an office or industrial building. A large number of such devices form a network of embedded devices, with low-power wireless communication in unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands, such as the 2.4 GHz band. Data is transmitted via multi-hop routes, where each network node also acts as a router, having the capacity to transmit its own data, as well as packets originating from neighboring nodes. A reduction of the necessary energy for radio transmission as well as an extension of the coverage area of the network is therefore achieved. Data is finally relayed to the radio base station and PC gateway, which stores it in a database for presentation, analysis and alerting. In our deployment, we use the XMesh protocol [8] for the reliable routing of data over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard lower levels for low-power wireless communication: PHY and MAC.

The network can also be enhanced with dedicated body sensor nodes (BN) which can correlate in situ the effects of higher concentrations of specific gases in ambient air on the human body. Biometric measurements which can be assessed include: electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), electromiogram (EMG), galvanic skin response (GSR), pulse oximetry and motion recognition.

One of the most important design choices when building such systems is the selection of the appropriate sensors for integration with the wireless node. We focus on measuring three gas concentration parameters: carbon dioxide, ozone and carbon monoxide. We found these three to be most relevant for our main indoor monitoring set-up. High concentrations of carbon dioxide diminish cerebral activity and can become dangerous in high concentrations. Ozone acts as an irritant to the respiratory system. Carbon monoxide, resulting form incomplete burning of organic materials, is a very toxic (deadly) gas.

The principle of operation of such devices is that the absorption or desorption of a gas on the surface of a metal oxide alters the conductivity of the material. The generic relationship governing the operation of semiconductor gas sensors is:

\[ R_{sensor} = A \cdot C^{-\alpha} \]  

where \( R_{sensor} \) is the resistance of the sensor, \( C \) is the concentration of the target gas, \( \alpha \) is the slope of the \( R_{sensor} \) curve and \( A \) is a constant.

The metal layer has to be first heated to a given temperature and after that an output voltage is read proportional
to the change in resistance in relation to the interest gas concentration. The voltage output of the sensor can be expressed as follows:

\[
V_{\text{out}} = \frac{R_{\text{ref}}}{R_{\text{sensor}} + R_{\text{ref}}} \cdot V_{\text{in}}
\]

(2)

where \(V_{\text{in}}\) is the supply voltage, \(R_{\text{ref}}\) is the reference resistor and \(R_{\text{sensor}}\) is the resistance of the sensitive element, which varies with the detected gas concentration upon reaching the operating temperature.

The advantages stem from the simple construction, compact size and easy interfacing with data acquisition hardware. Drawbacks include variability among similar sensors due to manufacturing inconsistencies, low selectivity i.e. the output of the sensors is influenced not only by the target gas but also by other gases, usually given in the datasheet in the form of selectivity curves and, especially important for WSN applications, high current draw in the range of 40-200mA for the heating phase (the average radio transceiver draws around 20 mA in operating mode). Some semiconductor gas sensors require cycling in order to clear the absorbant layer before a new measurement. By selecting an appropriate value for the reference resistor, the voltage output range of the sensor can be scaled to the input range of the ADC, in our case 0-2.5V for the Atmel AT1281 microcontroller of the IRIS board. Essential characteristics of the selected sensors, manufactured by Hanwei Corp., are shown in Table III.

Table I. ELECTROCHEMICAL GAS SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CO2</th>
<th>O3</th>
<th>CO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>MG-811</td>
<td>MQ-131</td>
<td>MQ-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conc. (ppm)</td>
<td>10 - 2.2</td>
<td>20 - 2.10^3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>6 V</td>
<td>5.6 V</td>
<td>5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current</td>
<td>200 mA</td>
<td>190 mA</td>
<td>70 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cros. sel.</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Cl2</td>
<td>H2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPANSION MODULE DESIGN AND EVALUATION

The designed electronic module consists of a printed circuit board hosting an Analog Devices ADUC832 chip. It is defined by the manufacturer as a smart transducer front end, including a 8-bit MCU along with high performance self-calibrating multichannel 12-bit ADC, dual 12-bit DACs, in a single package. The double 51-pin connector, type HiRose DF9B-51P/S is placed in the bottom part of the module. There are specific blocks for: external power supply, serial communication and signal conditioning. The serial interface is mainly used for programming the embedded microcontroller but it can also serve as support for serial MODBUS communication.

The sensors are placed in the right side of the device and we use sockets to house them as this allows for easy replacement and testing. The reference resistors for the sensors are variable, which allows the user to set the output range of the devices. The module is powered either from an external 5V power supply or it can rely on the node’s own supply by setting a jumper connector. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the block diagram along with the actual module.

The main design trade-off is increased complexity against versatility. By adding a microcontroller to the expansion board, the electric circuit becomes more complex, but we gain the possibility of using the device also as a stand-alone measurement system with serial communication. We are also able to implement the energy-reduction adaptive sensing strategies locally, on the module. Microcontroller power consumption is not a deciding factor as it is an order of magnitude lower than each one of the sensors.

Figure 3 shows an example of collected data from the CO2 sensor through ADC1 of the IRIS node. In this case we have operated the sensor continuously for 10 minutes, transmitting data packets from the node at 2 second intervals. High concentration events were simulated by breathing directly on the sensor in order to obtain an accelerated evaluation of the dynamic response. The sensor responds very fast to sudden changes in gas concentration which is suitable to our application where we aim at keeping it powered as little as possible. The readjustment to the normal values after the contaminant decreases is slower and there is a certain offset in the static
behaviour. This leads to the conclusion that the system is well suited for alerting and alarming applications, while for precision applications, thorough and periodic calibration procedures have to be carried out.

**Figure 3. Carbon Dioxide Sensor Output**

Data is managed with MoteView software tool [9]. It runs on the gateway PC and listens to the incoming serial packets from the radio base station. The packets are parsed and stored into a local database. The client visualization functionality displays the data in both numeric and graphical format.

Current software implementation assures the periodic operation of each of the sensors. Data is collected by the microcontroller which the outputs the values via the two built-in analog outputs. The IRIS module reads them through 10-bit ADCs 1 and 2 and embedds them into wireless low-power protocol packets. The embedded software, periodically activates the sensors according to the following algorithm and the graphical representation in Figure 4:

1. **Power ON CO sensor**, time constant \(TA_{POWER\_CO}=30\) seconds, 5V power supply;
2. **Measurement cycle CO with TA\_CYCLE\_CO=100 seconds, 1.4V power supply, at the end of the cycle updates AO\_0 (to IRIS) with AI\_0**;
3. **Power ON O3 sensor**, time constant \(TA_{POWER\_O3}=30\) seconds, 6V power supply;
4. **Power ON CO2 sensor**;
5. **Pause cycle between measurements**, time constant \(TA_{PAUSE}=200\) seconds.

The CO sensor requires duty-cycled operation which consists first of a high power mode with heating voltage set at 5V for at least 30 seconds (full power), which has the role of cleaning the sensitive layer of residual matter. Afterwards, the heater voltage is reduced at 1.4V (low power) for 100 seconds which enables reading the correct output value. During the pause cycle, the on-board 6V power supply as well as the three sensors are powered off in order to save energy.

The parameters listed above can be used as knobs to fine tune the energy consumption of the node based on the application requirements. In the case of slowly varying gas concentration the sampling rate is low, an increase triggers an alert level where the node performs dense measurements. The highest alarm level assumes continuous measurement and reporting. Once the dangerous situation is averted and the measurements return to a normal range, the sampling rate is reduced. One example is the adaptive sampling algorithm [10], implemented to achieve a reduction of measurement frequency to reduce energy consumption. Simple thresholding and moving averages can be computed locally on the node, while more complex operations, which require additional hardware resources, have to be handled at the network or network coordinator level.

**Table II. GAS MODULE PACKET STRUCTURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>TinyOS</th>
<th>XMesh</th>
<th>XSensor</th>
<th>Payload</th>
<th>CRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size (bytes)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0-7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The TinyOS standard header (5 bytes) includes:
- Destination address (2 bytes)
- Active Message handler ID (1 byte)
- Group ID (1 byte)
- Message length (1 byte)

The XMesh header is used to implement the multi-hop mesh system of the sensor network. The XSensor header is used for simplified communication between one node and the base station with no networking. The variable payload includes in our case the gas sensor values are represented as little endian 2 byte values. The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of 2 bytes concludes the packet and assures data integrity. The aim is to keep packet size to a minimum because larger sizes decrease the probability of successful transmissions and therefore lead to resending the packets, increasing energy consumption of the node and network congestion. For a gas sensing node connected to the sink with a single hop in a laboratory environment, the following network statistics were achieved.

Table III. Radio Packet Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Node Dropped</th>
<th>Path Cost</th>
<th>RSSI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>1.83%</td>
<td>98.37%</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Previous work estimated the overhead of the network, computed as the ratio between total network packets to data packets at 187% [11]. This includes the messages issued to assure the correct behaviour of the network such as acknowledgements, route updates, time synchronization, other base station broadcasts and retransmissions.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper described the design of a sensor node expansion module for gas sensing applications as a building block for a large scale indoor gas monitoring wireless sensor network. The main focus was to integrate this development with the MICA family, through the dedicated 51-pin connector, adopted widely by the scientific community. By integrating wireless gas sensor networks with building management systems and existing alarm infrastructure, dangerous situations can be signaled in a timely fashion and occupant quality of life and productivity can be enhanced.

Future work is centered around identifying the optimal operating mode in order to achieve autonomous operation by using batteries, renewable sources or energy harvesting techniques. Also an experimental set-up will be designed and implemented to enable the calibration of the low-cost gas sensors and offer reliable absolute gas concentration measurements.
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